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The key to r1tock market
inver1ting ir1 to have fun,
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rank Reick '52 was a successful inventor and businessman
in the eighties when he decided, as he puts it, "to give investing a whirl." He plunged into
the pile of books that had been written
about the stock market, finding most dry
and dull. After stumbling through some
initial investments, he discovered a striking similarity between skills needed for
successful investing and those he had
developed as a pilot since the late sixties.
"I realized that
the mastery of both
requires equal amounts from your
nervous system as
from your previous experiences,"
he writes in FLytizg

the Stock Market.
"Reading, prac tice, much study,
a nd patience can
make you a good
investor. You do
not have to be a
genius to be successful."
Reick, president
of Fluoramics Inc.,
a manufacturing
company in Mahwah, New Jersey,
invented Tufoil, a
mixture of Teflon,
additives, and oil
that the Guinnedd

Book of WorLo Recoroo named the

Flying the Stock Market
By FrankLin G. Reick '52
with Bruce G. Siminofl
252 pp. GLen6rUJge Pub!uhing Lto. $24.95

world's most efficient lubricant. He
holds 39 U.S. and
foreign patents for
various products.
FLying the Stock Market is decidedly
different from most stock market references. Its short chapters, cartoons, and
straight advice reflect Reick's attitude
toward investing: Have fun, learn, and
prosper. Interwoven with investment
strategies are brief flying lessons,
though Reick jokingly cautions, "You
cannot obta in a pilot's license by reading
this book-the FAA (Federal Aviation
Administration) would object, even
though the SEC (Securities and Exchange Commission) might not."

Reick suggests a regimen of scanning
technical information, reading three
newspapers a day, and using a computer
to keep track of everything. Above all,
he stresses the importance of doing your
homework before jumping into the stock
market. "The best example of ill-preparedness would be those who believe
that you can buy a single lottery ticket
and get rich," he writes. "'People do win
the lottery, don't they?' That is really a
rhetorical question, and a similar question is, 'How many people were struck
by lightning in the same period?"'
Initial chapters outline the hows and
whys of investing, along with the basics
of flight. It is not until later chapters that
the reader confronts extensive yet necessary charts and stock market indicators, but by then the snaking columns of
numbers should make sense to even the
greenest of neophytes.
Reick reveals investment strategies
that worked for him and, because he believes you learn more from failures than
success, includes some real gaffes as well.
During his early years in the stock market, for example, he was so pleased with
a $100,000 gain in his portfolio that he
never noticed the market was peaking. He
watched his stocks go down nightly, not
bothering to sell because he thought they
would rise again. They didn't. He lost
$100,000, but learned a valuable lesson:
The only thing worse than making an
investment mistake is refusing to admit it.
Also included are a number of Reick's
misadventures in his 1954 Beechcraft
Bonanza. The classic V-tail aircraft is a
major character throughout the book in
text and cartoons. A lesson on good
judgment comes from a story involving
sudden bad weather, a queasy first-time
flier, and a particularly nasty down draft
on an airport approach.
Flying lessons are tied to investment
tips, such as a discussion of Instrument
Flight Rules, used in cases of limited visibility. Good pilots and good investors
alike keep their eyes moving, Reick
says, never lingering too long on one
instrument-or one market indicator.
FLyin.9 the Stock Market ends, appropriately, with a "virtual" solo flight, from
preflight checks and takeoff to climbing
through the clouds-a place every
investor obviously hopes to end up.
-GARY PALLASSINO
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Other Alumni Book.J

Book.J For Younger Reader.J

Straight Talk About Bonds and
Bond Funds

The Little Hands Big Fun
Craft Book

By HiLdy Richei.Jon '74 and Stan Richeuon
280 pp. McGraw-HiLL. $14.95
Straight TaLk is a common-sense guide

By Judy Preo.J '67
144 pp. Wiffianuon Pubfi.Jhing. $12.95

to what is probably the most popular yet
misunderstood investment. This guide
gives investors powerful strategies to
determine how to successfully invest in
bonds and how to fit them into a portfolio effectively. It explains everything
from the basics of bond market lingo to
ways to work with a broker.

True Beauty
By Emme (MeLi&Ja Entli'iJtfe AroJuon '85)
with DanieL Pai.Jner
259 pp. G.P. Putnam'.! SonJ. $23.95
Emme, the number-one plus-size model
who was named one of the "50 Most
Beautiful People in the World" by People
magazine, tells how she came to accept
her size-and even view it as an assetand launch a successful modeling career.
Emme's writings shatter traditional
images of beauty and may help others
like her establish a positive self-image.

Garden's Corner
By DougLa.~ S. Reed '84
288 pp. Kataza Boolc.J. $15
Reed's contemporary African American tale follows Little Speedy Copeland,
a "near crippled" Generation Xer who
travels from New York City to a small
southern town to find and make peace
with an old friend . Using many voicesthe hopeful, joyous voices of the young,
and the wise, world-weary ones of the
old-Reed's novel comes from the perspective of the quiet and forgotten people of society.

The Human Animal
By Eric T. 0/.Jon '93
189 pp. Oxford Univer.Jity PreJJ. $29.95
What does it take for you to exist
from one time to another? What sorts of
changes could you survive? What
would bring your existence to an end?
Olson explores these questions in his
book, challenging existing philosophical
views about psychology, biology, and
human existence.

Creating Digital Illusions:
The Blackman Portfolio

Leaves unfolding on trees, a cricket
hopping in the grass, road signs of different shapes and colors, a clock ticking
on the wall-everything is new and special to a preschooler. This book for 2- to
6-year-olds adds to their exploration of
the world with dozens of crafts projects
designed to enhance their growth and
learning.

By Barry Bfaclcman '63
195 pp. Van No.Jtrand Reinhold. $49.95

The Moving Book: A Kids'
Survival Guide

Blackman, a renowned commercial
photographer and graphic illustrator,
gives his account of the impact of technology on the . photographic process.
Creating DigitaL 1Lflldwn.J offers more than
500 original color images, along with
case studies that, step-by-step, explain
how to create and manipulate those
1mages.

By GabrieL David '67, G'68
128 pp. LittLe, Brown and Co. $16.95
The Moving Book helps kids deal with

Just for the Summer

Into the Woods: A Woodland
Scrapbook

By Laura Van Wormer '78
380 pp. Mira Boo/co. $21.95
Mary Liz Scott abandons her career
as an investment banker to spend the
summer with her godmother in East
Hampton, Long Island. The two try to
piece together an inventory of her godmother's late-husband's multimilliondollar estate. But when someone is murdered, Mary Liz discovers something
ugly in the beautiful summer town.

Learning Disabilities: A to Z
By Corinne Smith G'67, G'73
and Li.Ja Strick
408 pp. Free Predd. $25

the emotional and often stressful time
when a family moves. Part handbook,
part journal, and part scrapbook, this
guide offers children invaluable advice
and activities to make a sometimes sad
and scary experience an adventure.

By Loretta Krupinolci '62
31 pp. HarperCoffiJM. $15.95
How did chipmunks get their stripes?
How do you find the North
Star in the night sky?
What are the early signs
of spring? This rich book
of fascinating nature facts,
detailed illustrations, and
American Indian folktales brings the lure of
the outdoors into young
readers' hands.

This book provides parents of children with learning disabilities the information and encouragement they need to
become advocates for their children. It
takes parents through the process of
identifying learning disabilities and
dealing with professionals to develop an
educational program. Smith and Strick
emphasize that parents, far from being
helpless, are essential in teaching these
children to hold onto their dreams and
succeed.
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